
 

Labelling device for boutique manufacturers

At Pyrotec PackMark, we have affordable labelling solutions to suit a wide variety of manufacturers, including SMMEs with
small production runs.

To meet the needs of our clients with boutique businesses, we have designed and manufactured a new self-adhesive
labelling device - the Hand Wooden Labeller (HWL). This is the most cost-effective labeller available for cylindrical glass
and plastic containers.

No fuss labelling

The HWL is a manual machine engineered to take the grunt work out of the labelling process. As those of you who have
labelled products by hand will know - making sure that all your labels are applied neatly, securely and in the right place can
be an incredibly time consuming and frustrating exercise.

With the HWL from Pyrotec PackMark, labels are automatically placed in the correct position, giving your products a
consistent, immaculate and professional appearance with very little effort. This low maintenance machine, which requires
no batteries or electricity, is also very cost effective to use.

Is the HWL right for you?

The HWL can handle wine bottles from 187ml to 1.5l. It can also label various other items such as securitainers, tubes and
containers up to 2l, depending on the application requirements. The maximum label roll diameter for the HWL is 200mm
with a core diameter of 42mm.

For further information and tailored advice, phone our 24/7 technical helpdesk: +080 020 2574
Alternatively, contact your local Pyrotec PackMark branch on the relevant number below:
Cape Town: +27 21 787 9600; Johannesburg: +27 11 433 3790; Durban: +27 31 701 0192; Port Elizabeth: +27 41 487
0601
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Pyrotec

Pyrotec is a proudly South African company with its focus aimed firmly on the future. Its five brands -
Pyrotec PackMark, Pyrotec PackMedia, Pyrotec PackLink, Pyrotec PackWorx and Pyrotec Finance - make
this an industry-leading company that specialises in a comprehensive range of coding and labelling
equipment, on-pack informational and promotional devices, merchandising solutions, development and
manufacturing of automated systems for the packaging and manufacturing industry and making finance
options available to customers. Pyrotec's software offering ensures product integrity, optimises coding
activities, and helps secure centralised data management systems and label tracking systems.
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